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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

craft. Jack was a teacher, craftsman, ABANA board
member and general promoter of the craft.
L. Brent Kington – Mythic Metalsmith – recognized and
It’s always tough to know what to put honored as pioneering the resurgence of blacksmithing as
in these messages. What piques your a truly American art form. Kington also influenced many
artists at the metalsmithing program at the Southern
interest and get’s your attention?
Illinois University School of Art in Carbondale Illinois.
The year is MARCHing on and we need to make sure
Welcome to our new members: Madison Dickmon,
we have plans in place for a number of upcoming
Michael
& Birgit Povia Jr., Thomas & Fransene Miller,
activities. The next one coming up outside FL is the
James & Maria Rodgers, Ricky & Paula Strow, Randal &
ABANA 40th year celebration in Lumpkin, GA – It should
Lisa Bethea and Thomas & Judi Chavers. Thanks to each
be a good “historical remembrance” of our heritage. Next
of you for joining with us to further the message of
will be the Southern Blacksmith Association meeting in
blacksmithing.
Madison, GA in May – Always a good place to learn
something new, buy some tools, sell some junk “Oh I
Jerry Wolfe
mean TOOLS.” and get acquainted with many fellow
smiths from six other chapters. If you are a “bladesmith”
there is the Batson Blade Symposium in April at Tannehill
CONFERENCE CHAIR’S
State Park in Alabama http://www.alaforge.org/
LETTER
I visited two meetings this month other than the
typical SW region I attend - the NE Region at Steve
FABA members,
Estenson’s and the NW Region at Juan Holbrook’s. It
was a real treat to have interaction with many of you who
Helen and I are looking for ways to
can teach and entertain as well as put on a “GOOD Feed.”
value-add to the conference experience,
(See meeting reports elsewhere for all the details).
and have enlisted the aid of FABA
Our Program Chairman, Kirk Sullens, is busy planning facilitators from each region to form a conference
our October conference and has put a questionnaire in this committee. These people are Jordan Thomas, Ralph
CB that he would like you to respond to. We desperately
Nettles, Rex Anderson, David Reddy and Butch Patterson.
need to know “What classes are CRITICAL for you?” We Each of them has a relationship with FABA that will help
definitely will have blacksmith classes, but what about the us make decisions that will enhance the conference for
“crafts and family programs?” We will be making some
everyone.
changes due to the cost versus benefit to FABA. So speak
Currently, we're examining the family class program,
up and let Kirk or any of the officers know your opinion.
and are looking for ways to better meet the family needs of
I recently heard about some of our Blacksmithing
attendees. Please take the time to answer the questions
“founding fathers” who have passed away this month.
we've included in this issue of the Clinker Breaker. Your
Jack Andrews, blacksmith and author of The Anvil’s
input is critical to good decision making!
Ring, Samuel Yellin Metalworker and publisher of other
books on metalwork (The Edge of the Anvil) and the
Kirk Sullens

Safety Tip: S A F E T Y G L A S S E S – M a k e s u r e y o u w e a r t h e m a l l
t h e t i m e w h e n i n y o u r s h o p . Recently saw an “extremely mushroomed” striking tool –
These are dangerous because one of the “chips” can fly and in some instances KILL. Make sure your
tools are dressed properly. And I’m not talking about wearing long pants. - JW

Calendar of Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere. Come
to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th
except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.
Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9 AM to 4 PM
and you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional
Coordinators:

Northeast Region
Northwest Region
Southeast Region
Southwest Region

Butch Patterson
Billy Christie
Ed Aaron
Lisa Anne Connor

NE Mar. 2
Panhandle Pioneer Settlement, Barberville

904-964-2499
850-421-1386
561-748-9824
813-977-3743

bpattr@yahoo.com
chriswoodforge@embarqmail.com
edaaron9824@bellsouth.net
MelisandeAubrey@hotmail.com

NW Mar. 9
Clyde & Vi Payton’s
250 Payton Rd.
Monticello, FL 32344
850-997-3627
(See pg.4)

SE Mar. 16 Tanah Keeta Boy Scout Camp

SW Mar. 23
(See Pg 4)

Save These Dates

REGIONAL REPORTS
NW JANUARY

The Northwest held its Jan.
12 meeting at Jeff and Brook Mohr’s Mockingbird
Forge, located just south of Crawfordville. The
weather was just outstanding for January. Our
demonstrators were Billy Christie, assisted by Wayne
Pelt, and Jeff Mohr.
The day began with Jeff Mohr doing the introductions,
discussing safety, and holding a moment of silence for the
earlier passing of John Boy’s fighting cock and active
rooster to his hens. (The fighting was between John Boy
and the rooster at least three to four times a week. He will
not be missed,) When the intros were completed the
demonstration began.
Billy started his
demonstration showing
a finished Bonefish and
introducing his helper
Wayne. Billy had
already done some of
the Bonefish parts and
explained how he had
shaped them to this
point. The first part was
the head, which starts out flat with cutouts for the eyes,
lower jaw, and upper jaw. The teeth are nails cut to length
and welded to the future inside of the head. The head was
shaped by folding it with a little over one inch of space
between the two sides. Next was the backbone shaped
from a large bolt and the ribs made from horse shoes that
were cut down to the desired size and welded to the
backbone. The head was welded to the backbone along
with fins and a tail, which were cut out with the plasma
cutter. A finish was applied and the Bonefish was
complete.
Our next demonstrator was Doctor Jeff Mohr. Jeff
made a stainless steel ladle using his new fly press. Then
he made an oak leaf and an acorn. After that he brought
out three different styles of pot racks and discussed some
of the potential problems that can happen.
Following the demonstrations we had “Iron in the
Hat,” which contained a good number of handmade items
and a number of other wonderful items. Roger Bell
conducted the event with Lloyd Wheeler drawing the
tickets. With 75 signing in, and a few that did not,
attendance and participation was high. This generated
$500. The iron in the hat was followed by an auction
conducted by Clyde Payton of the Bonefish (demo piece)
and that generated $100. This was followed with John
Boy selling a cooked Boston Butt for $24. All total, we
raised $624.00!!!!

Mar. 15-17 ABANA 40th Aniv., Lumpkin, GA
www.abana.org.
NW - Apr. 13 Panhandle Pioneer Settlement,
Blountstown, FL.
SW-Apr. 27 Kirk Sullens at a Statewide Qtrly
meeting, Phil Pauley’s shop, Pt Charlotte
May 17-18 SBA Conference, Madison, GA
www.sbaconference.com
Oct 11-12 FABA Annual Meeting
NW Continued.
All of this activity was followed with Bar-B-Q Boston
Butts by John Boy, who started cooking them at 1:00
a.m., along with a good number of covered dishes. We all
ate too much.
We thank Jeff and Brooke Mohr for opening their
forge, Jeff, Billy and Wayne for demonstrating, All who
brought food to pass, items for raffle and most of all each
of you who took the time to share with us and make this
such a wonderful event.
Be Safe and Happy Hammering,
John Boy and Billy

SW JANUARY Jerry & Mary Standifer were
wonderful hosts to the Jan 26 SW meeting in Palmetto. A
really nice shop with a “tire hammer” and all the other
toys / tools needed for a hobby blacksmith shop.
Trez Cole demonstrated making a compass that he
learned about during his scholarship opportunity with
Peter Ross. For details see the January CB. Several
activities were accomplished during the meeting including
Jim Merrigan forging a knife blank and David Reddy and
Jerry Standifer completing a door knocker. Mary and
Jerry treated us to a wonderful lunch with barbeque and
fall-off-the-bone ribs and a number of people brought
great side dishes. Jerry has
several sculptures around his
property that show his
talent. Eighteen smiths were
present. Thanks to all for a
successful “Iron in the Hat”
raffle that raised $155.00!
Reporter Jerry Wolfe

NE FEBRUARY
The Feb 2nd meeting was
well attended at Steve &
Dina Estenson’s in
Fruitland. Thanks Steve for
opening Foxwood Forge
and demonstrating making a
“kindling froe” (helps split
wood for camp fires or
starting a forge). He went
over the steps of isolating the “handle material first,” then
“bending the blade,” before tapering as well as reminding
us that top vs bottom is important in the process.

NW MARCH 9 MEETING IS THE 30TH
ANNUAL AT PAYTON FORGE
The Quarterly Statewide meeting
for the NW will feature a
demonstration by Ben Rogers:

ITINERARY:
1. Making Tapered Hoops for wood
barrels,wagon wheel hubs,wood
maul,cone mandrel,1690 diving bell
2. Curving angle iron with bending
forks or monkey wrench.
3. Antiquing bolts and nuts for profit.
4. Using metal conduit in stair railing fabrication.
5. Using your hearing in smithing.
Steve also used his Big Blu power hammer 6. Bending a control radius of 12' 15/16" for a diving bell.
to make a steak turner from a spike. Very
7. Use Newton’s law to get the most out of your anvil.
good control on the hammer.
8. How to get the line of force from your hammer hit to
The Iron in the Hat was a great success with work better for you - example upsetting, punching.
many donated items including a “hatchet
9. Forming an irregular curve (parabola) by holding the
curve in place and removing the memory from the metal.
made from a ball peen hammer” by John

Froe.

Fee. Thanks to everyone for assisting to
make a great meeting.
John Fee also showed us all how to make a
cricket from a table fork. Thanks John.
Over 24 folks
were at the
meeting including
4 snow birds:
John Fee from
Corning NY,
John Wright from
IL and Keith &
Marsha Spaniel
from Chicago.

Open forge; crafters invited; tailgate sales encouraged;
show and tell; major Iron-in-the-Hat; John Watson
cooking lunch and your side dish! See last month’s
Clinker Breaker for details. See directions on page 2.

SW MARCH 23 MEETING AT DENNIS
STIFFLER’S SHOP, TAMPA
Dennis will demonstrate silver inlay and make three
silver pours. See directions on page 2.

Gas Forge Workshop
There will be a 2-day gas forge workshop at Mike
Bettinger’s welding shop in Tallahassee, Sat and Sun, May
25-26. The cost will be $200 to $250 per person according
to materials prices. The forges will be made of 12” pipe,
12” long, with two homemade atmospheric burners. The
finished product will have a working area about 8” in dia.
by 12” long. If you’re interested, call Mike Murphy at
850-294-1483, or email me at blacksmith@comcast.net.

INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED
BLACKSMITH CLASS WITH JEFF MOHR

Allen, Dina and Xenia work on Buck-in-the-Bucket.
Thanks to Dina for the “very tasty” corn chowder that was
enjoyed by all. (Ed. Note: She may have made a mistake
feeding all those northerners. Look what happened with
Jerry.)
Reported by Jerry Wolfe

of the J.C. Campbell Folk School at The Panhandle Pioneer Settlement on Sat, May 4, 2013 at 8 a.m. CST. Step II of Blacksmithing. If you enjoy hands on experience, this is the place to
be. This will be an all-day event so pack your lunch. Required
items: Gloves, Safety Glasses, and must wear boots. This class
is not for Beginners. Limited slots available so send your deposit of $25 now to reserve. Deposit goes toward the $50.00 cost
of the class. For more information, call 674-2777 or email:
info@panhandlepioneer.org. The Panhandle Pioneer Settlement, Sam Atkins Park, 17869 NW Pioneer Settlement Rd,
Blountstown, FL 32424

EDITOR’S LETTER
There is a lot going on in this Clinker Breaker, but the first thing I need to do is tell you about last month’s
Member’s Corner. There I featured a sculpture by Bill Roberts and a headboard which I also credited to Bill. Well.
The sculpture (called Festival) was done by Bill Roberts, the headboard, not so much. The headboard was done by
Jerry Wolfe. Sorry guys. I wish I could say that will be the last time I screw up, but probably not. To balance out the
universe, the Member’s Corner this month features a sculpture by Jerry Wolfe and a bed by Bill Roberts.
This month marks the beginning of an occasional series of articles about working, volunteering or just visiting at
public blacksmith shops around the state. FABA’s Skeeter Prather, Lloyd Wheeler and Will Manning all played major
parts in the design, building, equipping and running of the three successive blacksmith shops at 17th Century Mission
San Luis www.missionsanluis.org in Tallahassee, so I thought that was a fitting place to begin. FABA member John
Pfund, the full-time state blacksmith(!), tells us, not only about his work at the Mission, but also about his unique
journey in becoming a blacksmith.
John sets a worthy example for what I hope will be a long-running series. Please send me an article about your
favorite public blacksmith shop and how FABA members are involved or can get involved.
I’ve been an on-again, off-again blacksmith for a long time. I’ve been taught better
than I will illustrate in my discussion in this issue of Lesson One: Drawing Out, the
beginning lesson of the Controlled Hand Forging series from ABANA’s The
Hammer’s Blow that will be featured in the next 10 Clinker Breakers. Abraham
Lincoln said “You can keep your mouth shut and be thought a fool or open it and
remove all doubt.” I’m going to tell you about my experience with doing these lessons
until YOU have mercy on your fellow FABA members and agree to do a lesson and
report how you do. Newer smiths - show me up - Please! And please send me any
comments you have.
Many of you have no need of these lessons. The rest of us, I hope, will take this
opportunity to learn or refresh our knowledge from the teachings of some of the best
smiths in the country.
David Reddy
“Our CLINKER BREAKER gives forth a CLEAN FIRE --- MAY IT

Hephaestus the Greek
Blacksmith God

BURN BRIGHTLY, MAY IT BURN FREELY.” - Clyde Payton

Annual Conference Family Program Survey, PLEASE RESPOND!
The non-blacksmithing classes at the last conference were not well attended.
What programs or classes would your family like to participate in at
the 2013 conference?

Would a class fee of $20 or $25 change how likely they are to participate?

What programs or classes would your family members volunteer to TEACH?

Please reply to conference chairman Kirk Sullens by March 31.
kirksullens@gmail.com or 352-357-7221

FLORIDA BLACKSMITH SHOPS
(EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first in an occasional series of stories
about working, volunteering or just visiting at public blacksmith shops
around the state. It seems fitting to begin with the FABA-built blacksmith shop at 17th Century Mission San Luis www.missionsanluis.org
in Tallahassee. John Pfund tells us, not only about his work at the
Mission, but also about his unique journey in becoming a blacksmith.)

Hello FABA friends, My name is John Pfund. I am
a fellow FABA member and am currently working at Mission San Luis as an historic interpreter, portraying a 17th
century Spanish blacksmith. How great is that? I’m not sure
how I got here but I’m glad I did. Part of how I got here
was becoming a volunteer a few years ago, but more on
that later.
My previous career was being the owner/operator of
a one man welding shop and portable welding service. My
home and shop were on the same property and my parents
bought the house next door, so it was a pretty sweet set up.
Zero daily commute (walk out to the shop) and built in
babysitting next door whenever needed. “Eastside Welding” had a run of about twenty years and I thoroughly enjoyed the welding work, but not so much the details of
running a small business. After my mother passed, I started
spending more time with my father and less time in the
shop (next door) until I closed the shop to the public and
started doing only my own projects and one long time customer that I could do as I had time. Spending time with my
father was good for both of us and I felt like I was giving
back some of all the good he and my mother gave to me
and my family.
My first contact with a FABA member was when I
drove to Crawfordville to buy a 20hp outboard motor I saw
in the want ads. I pulled up in the yard, smelled the coal
burning and thought “What is this!” That’s when I met Jeff
Mhor and got my first taste of FABA hospitality. I bought
the motor, but more important than that, when Jeff learned
that I was a welder, he invited me into his shop for a look
around (WOW!) and also invited me back to his shop for
weekly open forges night. I didn’t go to many “open forge
nights” at Jeff’s as it seemed like a long drive and I hadn’t
been bitten by the “Blacksmithing Bug” yet. I remember
meeting Ron then and how friendly and welcoming they all
were, even though I wasn’t even a FABA member, yet.
Mission San Luis (MSL) is a hidden jewel, right in
the middle of downtown Tallahassee. Like many long time
residents of Tall. I lived here about twenty years before I
found out about it by accident. I was driving home from a
portable welding job. I was on Mission Road (when it was
still open) and glanced out the window, that’s when I first
saw the Giant Tiki Hut. I knew that “IT” was not normal
and I had to check it out! By the time I took the time and
brought my Dad with me to visit MSL the “Council House”

had been torn down for repairs, but we toured the rest of
the site and enjoyed it.
It was on a camping trip that I was bitten by the
Blacksmithing Bug. My wife Suzy and I were camping at
Stephen Foster St. Park and they offered a blacksmithing
class. They have a craft area there, including a coal fired
forge (built by FABA). A man named Roy from Maryland
was spending his winter there, camping for free in exchange for giving blacksmithing lessons. I’m not sure if it
was the inspiration of what he was doing or that it was the
first time Suzy and I did blacksmithing together, but I was
hooked. As soon as I got home I started building forges in
my welding shop to use at our house and never looked
back. Suzy and I started making charcoal at home and using it in our forges. I started volunteering at MSL because I
was attracted to the Challenge of using only 17th century
tools. I’ve always been fascinated with old tools and old
ways of doing things, now not only was I using them, but I
could make them too.
About the time they were building the new blacksmith shop (FABA again) I was pretty busy with my father
and so I missed most of it. Will Manning was the full time
blacksmith at that time and when the wonderful Hospice
people offered to come out and sit with my dad one day a
week, I jumped at the chance and started volunteering on
Wednesdays. Working with Will was great fun. I really enjoyed getting out and working with and learning from him
on a weekly basis.
When my father passed away and my time was my
own again, I continued to volunteer weekly and thoroughly
enjoyed it. One day Will told me that his girfriend was
moving to Georgia to go to school and he would be leaving
his job at MSL. He said “If you are interested in working
here full time, now is your chance!” I really wasn’t sure,
but there was one sure way to find out. I applied for the job
and started working soon after Will left.
Well, I’ve been working here full time for about a
year and a half now, and it just keeps getting better. After
the first six months of using commercial charcoal (2 to 3,
20lbs bags a week) I started making our own. In the past
year we’ve made and used in the forge well over a ton of
charcoal. Making charcoal has become part of the show and
people are just as interested in the charcoal making as the
blacksmithing, some more so. I think it’s because they want
to make it themselves at home.
We offer blacksmithing classes a couple times a
month and the next two or three are already filled up to the
three person limit. Because of the interest in charcoal making, we offer a charcoal making workshop once a month
and have started having “Collier Club” meetings on the 3rd
Sat of each month (week after NW FABA meeting) Look
for more “NEWS from the Blacksmith at Mission San Luis” in future CLINKER BREAKERS.

MEMBER’S
CORNER

ACTUAL Bill Roberts bed.

Bill Roberts granite topped
table.

Florida Artist Blacksmith Association
Walt Anderson Scholarship 2013

This scholarship was established to honor the memory of Walt Anderson, one of our charter members. Its purpose is
to further the craft of blacksmithing and it is available to any FABA member in good standing. The award is limited
to the actual cost or $1000, whichever is lesser. It may be used for materials, tuition, lodging and transportation (paid
at the rate of 43.2 cents per mile or the actual cost of public transportation, whichever is lesser).
A letter of application or a detailed email may be submitted provided the applicant answers the following questions:
1.
What is your name, address and phone number?
2.
How much experience in blacksmithing do you have?
3.
How will this instruction help you with your blacksmithing craft?
4.
What is the name of the school you wish to attend?
5.
What is the name of the course and the name of the instructor teaching the class?
6.
What costs will be incurred (tuition, lodging, transportation, etc.)?
Note: By accepting the Walt Anderson Scholarship the applicant agrees to provide a demonstration of skills learned
and write a report of the learning experience, including “how-to” for publication in the Clinker Breaker. The next
item is not required but strongly suggested that an article made by the new knowledge be offered for auction at the
Annual meeting.
Completed letters of application or emails should be sent to John Butler, Chair , FABA Scholarship Committee, 777
Tyre Road, Havana, FL 32333 or jgbutler@sprintmail.com.
Deadline for receipt is June 15, 2013. Three finalists will be recommended to the Board. The decision of the Board
shall be final. The successful applicant will be notified.

Francis Whitaker Blacksmith Scholarship
A $500 scholarship will be available for the Traditional Joinery Table class at the John C. Campbell Folk
School, April 21 - April 27, 2013, taught by Clay Spencer.
This scholarship is for Intermediate and advanced students who have a solid foundation in basics, can
manage a coal fire and forge weld.
Contact Clay at clay@tirehammer.com for an application. Or mail Clay at 73 Penniston Private Drive,
Somerville, AL 35670-7013. Completed application must be sent in by March 20, 2013.
Additional scholarship money may be available from your local organization, ABANA or Francis Whitaker
Blacksmith Education Foundation in Carbondale, CO.
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Lesson One: Drawing Out
By Peter Ross and Doug Wilson
Illustrations by Tom Latané
Lesson Number One–
Draw a sharp point on a 1/2" square bar..
The taper should be straight, three inches
long and in line with the axis of the parent
bar. The cross section of the taper should be
square. The surfaces of the bar should be
smooth with no discernable hammer marks. The
beginning of the taper should be a crisp line.
Intent:
Students will learn to draw out tapers of
specified length and check their results for
accuracy.
Tools Needed:
Forge, anvil, hammer, ruler, square.
Materials:
24" of 1/2" square mild steel bar ( this is
enough material to practice the exercise
several times).
Method:
When working to a specified length,
establish the point first, then extend the
taper to the desired length.
Step One:
Mark the anvil with soapstone or marker three
inches from the anvil step. This is the
finished length of the taper you will forge.

angle. There will be a wedge-shaped daylight
space between the hammer face and he anvil face
which corresponds to the angle of the taper
you want to forge. As you work, adjust the
height of the bar as you hold it on the anvil
and the angle of your hammer blows. If you
hold the bar too high it will bend down in
the middle; too low and the bar tip bends
down. The bar will remain straight if you
are gauging the angles just right.
Rotate the bar 90 degrees after every one or two
blows to keep the bar from getting too wide as
the forging progresses. Hit, turn 90 degrees,

Placement of steel and position of the hammer blow.

The measured piece held over the anvil.

Take a yellow-white heat on the end of the
bar. Place the bar on the anvil so that the
end of the bar is at the far edge of the anvil
and only the end of the bar is touching the
anvil face. This way, the hammer won’t strike
the anvil surface if it overhangs the hot
bar. Strike a blow on the end of the bar with
your hammer. The hammer should strike at an

hit and turn 90 degrees back again. You need
only turn the bar back and forth as the
underside of the bar is worked against the
anvil. Continue this sequence of forging
until you have made a sharp point.
Hint:
It is very important to rotate the bar
exactly 90 degrees each time. Use the original
flats of the bar as a reference. If the turn
is either more or less, the bar will become a
parallelogram in cross section and that makes
it difficult to attain the desired result.
If the bar does become a parallelogram, hit
the corner of the long diagonal; then return
to forging the flats of the bar. The sooner
you catch and correct this error, the better.
Keep a square cross section.

CO N T RO LL ED H AN D FO RG I N G

Rotation and deformation of the bar by the hammer,
and correcting a parallelogram.

Step Two:
Once the point is established, start
working back from the point until
the taper is 1/4 " short of the
desired length . Work with heavy hammer
blows at a bright heat while you are
reducing the cross section. Lighter
hammer blows at lower heats will help
Straightening a bent point (above) and
you refine the shape of your taper and
centering an off-center point (below).
smooth the surface. Establish a clear
Step Three:
and well-defined beginning of your
taper.
Now focus on smoothing the surfaces and straightening the
taper at the same time. Make the taper straight and true.
Refine the shape of the taper with light overlapping hammer
blows. Do this as the bar cools to dark orange and red
color. The bar scales less at this lower heat and you will
get a smoother surface. Sight down the length of the bar
for straightness. Straighten with light blows at low heat.
Another way to tell if the taper is straight is to stand
the bar up with the point on the anvil face and spin it.
If it is straight there will be no wobble.
The four flat sides of the taper should be in line with
the original flat sides of the bar and the taper should
align with the original centerline of the bar. Any
deviation should be corrected with your hammer at the
anvil.
Targets:
Try to draw out and finish the taper in two heats.
Beginners may take several extra heats.
Maintain a square cross-section in the taper. Check this
with a square.
Hammer-finish with smooth surfaces and without
discernable hammer marks.
Maintain a perfectly straight axis in the bar and in the
3" long taper. Check this with a rule and also practice
sighting down the length of the bar until you can attain
the same results by eye.
Angle of the bar and hammer when
Measure your results using a square and a rule. The four
dressing the final taper.
flats of your taper should be straight within two or
three thousandths of an inch, length within 1/16" and
square in cross section. With practice you should be able
to forge to this accuracy by eye. Repeating this exercise
with care and attention will enable you to achieve these
results quickly and consistently.

CO N T RO LLED

Methods of measuring the dimensions.

Forging Dynamics:
In this exercise, when the square bar
is struck, it gets thinner top to
bottom but wider side to side. When
you turn the bar 90 degrees and hit
again, (you are restricting the spread
of the bar, but allowing lengthwise
stretch. Repeating this hit, turn,
hit, turn sequence results in
creating a taper. You are
redistributing the mass of the bar
with your hammer. As the bar becomes
thinner it becomes longer. Notice
that the thinner steel heats faster.
It also chills faster. This is because
there is less mass. Also note how much
the bar you tapered has stretched in
length.

This article first appeared in the
Winter 2003 Hammer’s Blow, a
quarterly publication of ABANA.
For more information go to
www.abana.org
Lesson Two:

Hot Punching

Will appear in next month’s
Clinker Breaker. Please send
you letters, comments, companion articles and pictures to
editor@blacksmithing.org
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Exaggerated deviations show how to measure goal tolerance.

Lesson One:

Drawing Out - First Try

By David Reddy
Clinker Breaker Editor
Bar 0: Got into parallelogram trouble immediately as I half followed the lesson and half did
what I am used to. Attempted to correct following the lesson, but that particular piece of
steel just didn’t want to cooperate.
Bar 1: Turned my anvil about 45deg so I could
comfortably hold the bar parallel as shown in the
illustration with the end at the far edge of the
anvil. Got the bar hot through and through, my
most frequent failing early in blacksmithing.
Held the hammer at 90deg to the piece and tilted
to the desired taper (Not as shown – I can’t hold
the piece and swing the hammer with its handle
parallel to the piece because I can’t see and it
would be very awkward.).
I drew the point out
and worked the taper over too many heats, trying
to be exact and avoid hammer marks. Unfortunately I lost track of which two sides I was striking
and had to correct a parallelogram which I got
almost right.
In correcting the twist I overworked the tip and put a ¼” crease in it. The
piece was done, if not finished. The surface was
not smooth and hammer marks were apparent.

FIRST TRY

- Continued.

Bar 2: I marked the two sides I planned to strike, relaxed,
got it hot and hit it hard. The point came out much more
quickly and stayed square.
I got the taper drawn out and was
pretty happy with it, but the “Hammer-finish with smooth
surfaces and without discernable hammer marks,” just wasn’t
happening and, when I dented the tip with an errant blow, I
decided my first attempt at Lesson One was over - not perfect,
but not bad. Next time I’ll do it in two minutes and I’ll do
it better - though I still think the people are paying for
those hammer marks.

Bar 1 with a twist.

So this lesson seemed pretty simple - probably only take you a
minute to do.
If you do this lesson, send me your comments. If you are
precocious and decide to do next month’s lesson (or any one of
the first 10) in advance, send me your report with pictures of
how you did - complete with the warts - the interesting part.
The complete set of lessons is at:
http://www.abana.org/resources/education/chf.shtml
Send your reports/pictures/comments to editor@blacksmithing.org

MEMBER’S CORNER
I had the opportunity to provide a sculpture for the
Florida Baptist Children’s Home in Lakeland. The
concept of Jesus and the Cross holding the world was
the theme. During the design phase I selected
aluminum for the longevity in the Florida
environment. I had a piece of approximately three
inch tubing that was just right for the project – But
how do you flatten it and bend it – With great care. I
used a propane weed burner to heat the aluminum to
the right temperature (pine paint stick black mark)
hammer to flatten
and a fixture to
bend. One piece at
a time and it finally
all came together.
Jerry Wolfe

Bar 2.
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FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.
Date __________ New____ Renewal ____
Name_________________________________
Spouse’s Name__________________________
Address_______________________________
_____________________________________
City
State
Zip
Phone:________________________________
E-Mail________________________________
Check here to receive newsletter by PDF______

941-355-5615
850-421-8005
352-567-7304
850-567-6464
352-357-7221
850-997-2748
352-473-5228
850-556-8403
561-748-9824
813-977-3743
813-875-2098

wolfeforge@hotmail.com
Circlejbar3@gmail.com
Treasurer@blacksmithing.org
fernforge@comcast.net
kirksullens@gmail.com
rexaanderson@embarqmail.com
firebrandforge@hotmail.com
Ron@munlaw.net
edaaron9824@bellsouth.net
melisandeaubrey@hotmail.com
editor@blacksmithing.org

Credit Card Visa__ MC__ Discover__
#_____________________________________
V code_____ Exp Date___________
Signature______________________________
Your FABA membership begins when your application and
membership fee is received. Membership is per family and lasts one
year. Send $25.00 fee and application to:
Gary Kemp, FABA Treasurer
11045 Fernway Lane
Dade City, FL 33525

Any fees incurred by returned checks will be passed back to the member.

